
GO Teams Guides: Virtual Scavenger Hunt Fundraiser
This is not a traditional scavenger hunt that sends people out into the community to �nd items as fast
as possible. This virtual version of a scavenger hunt can be done on the internet. It’s a safe and fun way
to raise funds.

How To
1. Pick a date and time for your scavenger hunt. Folks can be on teams of 1-4 people who can

arrange their own calls to stay in touch while searching.
2. Create a series of clues and riddles that teams must solve to �nd places, buildings, or objects on

Google Maps. They can then submit a time-stamped screenshot or GPS coordinates as proof of
solving each clue or riddle. Clues and riddles can either be given in one big batch or in sequential
order (you have to submit the �rst answer before you get the second clue or riddle).

3. Consider a theme that relates to your mission or humanism or just pick random clues and riddles.
4. Ask for donations for tickets to participate. Explain that there is a minimum donation that is

considered their ticket to play.
5. Coming together at the end to announce the winners, answer the riddles, and socialize.
6. Small prizes donated by local businesses or merch with your team’s logo on it can be given as

prizes to the winners.

Some More Tips
● Start planning at least a month in advance so you have time to make arrangements and promote

your event.
● Set a goal that is achievable, but not easy.
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● Make an event page on Facebook, send invitations, announce it on your website, put an ad in local
newsletters and newspapers, send email reminders a day or so before the event.

● Partner up with other groups! Let other local freethought groups know about your event.
Consider contacting special interest clubs who would also support the charity you’ve chosen, or
partner with religious groups and spark some friendly competition.

● Enjoy yourself!

For more ideas check out BBN fundraising idea guides on our resources page!

Questions or Concerns?
If you need help with planning your event or have additional questions, the best way to contact GO
Humanity is to use the contact webform, which enables us to track the resolution of your question.
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